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PREAMBLE

1. We, the members of this Moorish Constitution National Cultural Club, must promote organized effort in the category of all legal business enterprises such as: Chain stores of necessary human consumption; housing and building programs; agriculture; printing; literature; home group education in the Moorish Science of the Zodiac involving human character, sociology, economics, commerce, the science of good government, etc.

We, the Moorish-American members of the Moorish National Constitution Cultural Club and also the European Americans of the “White” People Union Society of the 48 states, equally depend upon one another for economic security and progress in peace.

2. Therefore, we, the members of this Moorish Constitutional Cultural Club, must bear in mind that our Moorish Great Seal Zodiac Constitution of North America as shown on the one dollar bill is in reality the Federal Government—and that it financed the organizers of the Union States Army Government in 1861-1865 as shown on the dollar bill—the insignia of the Eagle. Here we have the Moorish Great Seal Islamic—Federal Government and the Union States Army Christian Union “White” Society Government—well involved in one. All of which was born out of our Moorish Great Seal, 12 signs of the Zodiac Constitution and the science of geometry—the universal standard numbers 9 and 12—law of perfection. Our Moorish Great Seal Constitution protects the birth rights and freedoms of human beings without war or military force until the peoples of the “White” Union States Army manifest to the point of logic and reason so as to recognize and appreciate the moral contribution of our Moorish Great Seal Constitution Federal Government, in 1861 and 1865, which enabled the Union States Army “White” people government to rise to its supreme heights which culminated in 1929. And resulted in a world-wide depression—economic collapse. Followed by World War II and III as the result of the sociologists and the educators of the “White” Union States Army Government’s failure to re-educate their citizens to recognize and accept the culture and moral principles of our Moorish Great Seal Constitution Government, after the new one
dollar bill had appeared with the Moorish Nation Great Seal triangle insignia on it in 1928. The secret of our Moorish Great Seal Constitution Moral Government as revealed in this Moorish Club Preamble and in the Clock of Destiny Volume 1 and 2, and in the Clock of Destiny Moorish Constitution. Are referred to by the National State Chartered “White” Masons and Eastern Stars as their great secret. And the fatal blow which their mythical HIRAM ABIFF supposed to have died from before he would reveal his secrets of the Masonry. Is in reality the “white” men and women of the Union States Army Government of whom are sworn to die before they teach their Negro slaves that they are the Moorish Nation—the father of the Great Seal Zodiac Constitution and Civilization. Whose minds have been put into a mental state of captivity of slavery ever since the proclaimed “White” Union of 1863. January 1st in modern Chicago, Illinois, formerly the REAL MECCA of the Moorish Nation (meaning the center of stock—live stock trade, wheat, grain distribution, etc.) Chicago, Illinois, is still the center of the world meat and grain distribution.

Thus in the name of our Great Seal Law of ISLAM—Masonry as shown on the dollar bill. WOMAN (THE WIDOW) is the real great master architect and the carpenter of the human body—male and female—the human family, (WO-MAN) means (WOMB-MAN) or WOMAN. And we, the male members of the Clock of Destiny Moorish Constitution Cultural Club are definitely the real SONS OF A WIDOW—mother of whom is the true and living Free Master Mason, God of the Human Family and we are her SONS, who reproduces both female and male. Thus woman, sons and child off springs comprise the great triangle—three points in ONE headed by the great EYE. This clearly and fully has explained to the initiated Masons and Eastern Star Members of the Moorish National Cultural Club the real truth revelation of the Moorish Great Seal insignia on the one dollar bill. And AIR, FIRE and WATER are the 3 basic elements of the whole of creation including woman, sons and child reproduction. Three (3) elements and woman, sons and child reproduction (3) forms the double triangle 6 pointed star of universal supreme creation and perfection. Therefore women membership must be included along with the sons of a widow. Can sons ever become greater than their mother who created them? This truth of Masonry is referred to as the rejected stone. Thus the stone the “white” Mason rejected in 1863 became the head of the corner in the North Gate—America.

Section was taken out.
MEMBERSHIP

Sample of Membership Document

“LET THERE BE LIGHT, KNOWLEDGE IS POWER.”

The origin of the great phrase G.O.D. and its real meaning as shown on the dollar bill; The Top Secret of the (Great Seal Triangle) of the Universe of Masonry which are set forth here:

1. (G) The First Degree of Masonry is:
   Government founded upon the 12 signs of the Zodiac—Universe, Moon, Sun and the seven planets namely: Mercury, Mars, Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus and Neptune. The highest law of the universe and the land, in which we live, termed the Great Seal. Truth for the Universal Freedom, Human Equality, Unity, Justice, Peace, Progress and the Pursuit of Happiness. Big Ben Bey, Thomas Jefferson, 1776 to Abe Lincoln, 1863. All of whom were 360° Masons.

2. (O) The Second Degree of Masonry is:
   Ordinance—document of the 12 signs of the Zodiac Constitution in the possession of every woman, man and child of this Nation of North America in the North Gate of the Universe in the Zodiac Sign Cancer of July the 4th. Month of the Zodiac New Year from the sign Aries—April, the First sign of the Zodiac, in the East Gate of the Universe.

3. (D) The Third Degree of Masonry on the dead (level) Zodiac Sign Libra—the Scales is:
Department of Justice founded upon the scales sign Libra. The seventh sign of the Zodiac Universe which lies on the equator in North Brazil, South America—180° cast longitude. Here the Sun crosses the equator every year on September 23rd and declines to its dead level on December 21st the day of the winter season—fatal blow to plant life. To re-sign again on March 21st in the Zodiac sign Aries, which completes the circle of 360° of the Universe whole of creation—space and time. The Sun on the equator are referred to as: Cain and Abel and Hiram Abiff who heard the call Tubal Cain bidden him to leap into the molten sea meaning human equality, wisdom, justice and peace and progress for woman and sons—The human family. The first capital letter of each of the three above Zodiac—University Departments of our Federal Government of the Great Seal spells—G.O.D. which makes our money and the twelve inch rule of measurement and our scales of weight a universal standard in the name of Truth of realities—the Light of the world. This truth of our Zodiac Universe Great Seal Law of Masonry has clearly explained why the President of this Nation must be a Master Mason. And that the Pope, Priest, Preachers, Rabbi and Grand Mufti cannot be president owing to their doctrine of mystery and mythology contrary to the 12 signs of the Zodiac Scientific Law of the Universe.

(SEAL) C.M. Bey